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Loss-of-function mutations in the filaggrin gene are associated with ichthyosis vulgaris and atopic dermatitis. To
investigate the impact of filaggrin deficiency on the skin barrier, filaggrin expression was knocked down by
small interfering RNA (siRNA) technology in an organotypic skin model in vitro. Three different siRNAs each
efficiently suppressed the expression of profilaggrin and the formation of mature filaggrin. Electron microscopy
revealed that keratohyalin granules were reduced in number and size and lamellar body formation was
disturbed. Expression of keratinocyte differentiation markers and the composition of lipids appeared normal in
filaggrin-deficient models. The absence of filaggrin did not render keratins 1, 2, and 10 more susceptible to
extraction by urea, arguing against a defect in aggregation. Despite grossly normal stratum corneum
morphology, filaggrin-deficient skin models showed a disturbed diffusion barrier function in a dye penetration
assay. Moreover, lack of filaggrin led to a reduction in the concentration of urocanic acid, and sensitized the
organotypic skin to UVB-induced apoptosis. This study thus demonstrates that knockdown of filaggrin
expression in an organotypic skin model reproduces epidermal alterations caused by filaggrin mutations
in vivo. In addition, our results challenge the role of filaggrin in intermediate filament aggregation and establish
a link between filaggrin and endogenous UVB protection.
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INTRODUCTION
Epidermal keratinocytes (KCs) undergo distinct morphologi-
cal and biochemical changes as they move from the basal
layer to the spinous and granular layers, eventually forming
the stratum corneum. Although keratins 5 and 14 are the
main keratins in the basal layer, suprabasal KCs express
keratins 1, 2, and 10. In addition, several differentiation-
associated proteins uniquely found in the epidermis, such as
involucrin, loricrin, and filaggrin, are expressed in the
terminally differentiated layers of the epidermis (Watt,
1983; Mehrel et al., 1990; Candi et al., 2005; Denecker
et al., 2008). Human profilaggrin is synthesized as a large

highly phosphorylated precursor protein of around 500 kDa,
containing a calcium binding N terminus, followed by a
hydrophilic domain, a truncated filaggrin repeat, 10–12
complete filaggrin repeats, another truncated repeat, and a
tail peptide (Gan et al., 1990; Presland et al., 1992; Presland
and Dale, 2000; McGrath and Uitto, 2008). During the last
steps of terminal KC differentiation, profilaggrin is depho-
sphorylated, and proteolytically processed into the
N-terminal domain and filaggrin monomers (Presland et al.,
1997; Presland and Dale, 2000). The N terminus consists of
an A domain that contains two Ca2þ -binding S100-like
EF-hands, and a cationic B domain that contains a functional
nuclear localization sequence. It was shown that the filaggrin
N terminus is able to translocate into the nucleus and may
therefore have a crucial role in nuclear breakdown or other
nuclear events of epidermal KC terminal differentiation
(Ishida-Yamamoto et al., 1998; Pearton et al., 2002).
However, the exact function of the filaggrin N terminus is
still unknown. Studies involving keratins and filaggrin
purified from skin suggested that filaggrin can interact with
different types of intermediate filaments, thereby leading to
their aggregation into macrofibrils (Dale et al., 1978). In
addition, transient overexpression of human filaggrin in vitro
results in the collapse of the intermediate filament network
(Dale et al., 1997; Presland et al., 2001). In the stratum
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corneum, filaggrin is degraded into amino acids and other
components of the natural moisturizing factors and thereby
contributes to the retention of water within corneocytes, this
being essential for the osmolarity, flexibility, and barrier
function of the stratum corneum (Scott et al., 1982; Scott and
Harding, 1986; McGrath and Uitto, 2008).

Clinically, loss-of-function mutations in the filaggrin gene
are associated with ichthyosis vulgaris and atopic dermatitis.
R501X and 2282del4 are the two most common mutations
resulting in a lack of functional filaggrin in populations of
European ancestry (Palmer et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006;
McGrath and Uitto, 2008). Three other common mutations
and several rare or family-specific mutations are also reported
in European ancestral groups (Sandilands et al., 2007, 2009).
As filaggrin knockout mice are not available, recent loss-of-
function filaggrin studies were performed using the flaky tail
(ft) mouse as a model system. This spontaneous recessive
mouse mutant arose in 1958 on the background of an existing
recessive hair phenotype and is characterized by dry and
flaky skin and neonatal abnormalities in the tail and paws
(Presland et al., 2000). It was shown that these mice express a
truncated profilaggrin that cannot be further processed into
filaggrin monomers (Presland et al., 2000). The epidermal
barrier function is impaired and percutaneous allergen
priming is increased in the ft mouse, suggesting a similar
dysfunction as a cause of skin irritation in human atopic
dermatitis (Fallon et al., 2009; Scharschmidt et al., 2009).
However, considering the species-specific properties of
filaggrin (Harding and Scott, 1983), caution should be taken
when interpreting and comparing the function of filaggrin in
animal models with that of human filaggrin.

Recently, we have reported the combination of RNA
interference technology and human organotypic skin cultures
as an efficient method to study gene functions in epidermal
development (Mildner et al., 2006). In this study, we knocked
down filaggrin in this organotypic skin model to address the
questions: (1) whether and how the absence of filaggrin
influences the maturation of the epidermal barrier; (2)
whether filaggrin deficiency would influence the lipid
composition in this model; (3) whether filaggrin is necessary
for keratin aggregation in this model; (4) whether Lucifer
yellow permeability was compromised in the filaggrin-
deficient epidermis; and (5) whether the absence of filaggrin
affects the UV sensitivity of KCs in the epidermis.

RESULTS
Filaggrin deficiency in human organotypic epidermis leads to
loss of keratohyalin granules and impaired lamellar body
formation

Filaggrin expression was knocked down by RNA interference
in normal human epidermal KCs, which were then used
to establish the epidermal component of organotypic skin
cultures. As shown in Figure 1, three different small
interfering RNAs (siRNAs) blocked filaggrin mRNA expres-
sion by up to 85% and protein expression by more than
95%. The knockdown efficiency was stable over 7 days
(Supplementary Figure S1 online). Immunofluorescence
labeling of paraffin sections showed strong expression of

filaggrin in the granular layers of control organotypic
skin samples and absence of filaggrin staining in cultures
containing KCs treated with filaggrin-specific siRNAs
(Figure 1c).

Histological investigation revealed a complete loss of
keratohyalin granules in the filaggrin knockdown organotypic
cultures, whereas the morphology of the stratum corneum did
not appear to be compromised (Figure 2a and b). Ultra-
structural examination confirmed that the number and size of
keratohyalin granules was strongly reduced (Figure 2c and e).
In addition, electron micrographs showed that the knock-
down of filaggrin did not affect the number but the
morphology of lamellar bodies. As compared with control
samples, lamellar bodies in filaggrin-deficient skin models
were smaller (Figure 2d and f) and lacked lamellae of the
characteristic shape (Figure 2d, for higher resolution see
Supplementary Figure S2 online).

Filaggrin knockdown in organotypic skin cultures affects neither
KC differentiation and solubility nor lipid composition

A panel of genes differentially expressed in the various
layers of the epidermis was investigated by quantitative real-
time PCR (Supplementary Figure S3 online), western blot
(Figure 3a), and immunofluorescence analysis (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4 online). By comparison with control samples,
filaggrin-deficient organotypic skin cultures showed normal
mRNA expression levels of loricrin, matriptase-1, and
keratins 1, 10, 5, and 14 (Supplementary Figure S3 online).
Western blot analysis confirmed that protein expression of
involucrin, loricrin, matriptase-1, transglutaminase-1, cas-
pase-14, histidase, and keratins 1, 2, and 10, as well as the
small proline-rich molecule SPRR3 was not influenced by
filaggrin knockdown in organotypic skin cultures (Figure 3a).
A slight increase in the expression of the small proline-rich
molecule SPRR2A was detected in the filaggrin-deficient
organotypic skin. Immunofluorescence labeling of loricrin,
matriptase-1, transglutaminase-1, caspase-14, actin, and
keratins 1, 5, 10, and 14 did not reveal differences with
regard to the intensity or pattern of labeling between the
controls and filaggrin knockdown organotypic skin cultures
(Supplementary Figure S4 online). As lipid composition is
crucial for epidermal barrier function, we investigated the
total lipids extracted from our skin samples. As shown in
Figure 3b, we could not detect any significant alterations in
the composition of total skin lipids produced by either control
or filaggrin knockdown samples using thin layer chromato-
graphy. To investigate the solubility of keratins, the organo-
typic skin models were lysed with buffers containing
increasing concentrations of urea, an agent that disrupts
intermolecular association. As shown in Figure 4a, compar-
able amounts of keratins 1 and 10 were found in each urea
fraction. In addition, the proteins remaining insoluble after
8 M urea extraction were completely dissolved in 8 M urea
buffer containing 2-mercaptoethanol. As shown in Figure 4b,
high amounts of keratins were still detectable in this relatively
lysis-resistant form in both control and filaggrin-deficient
organotypic skin, indicating that filaggrin knockdown did not
influence the solubility of keratins 1, 2, and 10 in our model.
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Lucifer yellow permeability is disturbed in filaggrin-deficient
organotypic skin cultures

To investigate Lucifer yellow permeability in our model, we
applied the hydrophilic fluorescent dye Lucifer yellow on fully
differentiated organotypic skin cultures. As shown in Figure 5,
Lucifer yellow penetrated through the stratum corneum down
to the basal layer of the filaggrin-deficient skin cultures within
2 hours (Figure 5, lower panel). In contrast, the fluorescent
dye did not penetrate through the stratum corneum of the
control skin cultures (Figure 5, upper panel).

Filaggrin knockdown decreases the concentration of urocanic
acid and increases the UV sensitivity of KCs in the organotypic
skin model

Filaggrin contains a high number of histidine residues, which
are released by proteolysis of filaggrin and serve as substrates
for the formation of urocanic acid (UCA) by histidase. To test
the hypothesis that filaggrin is the main source of histidine

and indirectly also of UCA in the stratum corneum, we
investigated whether the knockdown of filaggrin alters the
concentration of UCA in organotypic skin cultures. Indeed,
HPLC analysis of organotypic skin lysates revealed a more
than 60% decrease in the UCA content in filaggrin knock-
down samples as compared with control samples (Figure 6a).
As the expression of histidase was not affected by the
knockdown of filaggrin (Figure 3a) and UCA is not further
metabolized in epidermal cells, the decrease in UCA is likely
to be caused by a decrease in histidine.

UCA has been proposed to function as a major UV-
absorbing substance of the stratum corneum (Zenisek et al.,
1955), suggesting that reduced UCA content may facilitate
UV penetration through the stratum corneum. We therefore
irradiated normal and filaggrin knockdown skin cultures and
compared parameters of UVB-induced cell damage. Compa-
tible with the hypothesis that UCA protects against UVB-
induced cell damage, irradiation of filaggrin-deficient skin
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Figure 1. Expression of filaggrin is efficiently blocked by small interfering RNA (siRNA) transfection in organotypic skin cultures. After 7 days in culture,

organotypic skin was analyzed by reverse transcription-PCR, western blot analysis, and immunofluorescence staining. (a) Filaggrin mRNA production in

filaggrin-deficient organotypic skin culture was reduced by more than 60% as compared with control samples. Error bars represent one SD calculated from three

replicates for each set of values (*Po0.001). (b) In contrast to untreated, mock-treated, or scrambled siRNA-treated organotypic skin cultures, filaggrin protein

expression was almost completely abolished in organotypic skin cultures transfected with filaggrin-specific siRNAs. Equal loading of protein was controlled

by the analysis of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) expression. (c) Immunofluorescence staining revealed pronounced filaggrin staining

in the granular layers of control organotypic skin cultures, whereas filaggrin expression was virtually absent in organotypic skin cultures from filaggrin

siRNA-transfected keratinocytes. One representative experiment of three is shown. Bars¼ 40 mm.
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cultures resulted in an increase in both formation of
cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (Figure 6b) and caspase-3
activation (Figure 6c), suggesting increased DNA damage and
increased apoptosis.

DISCUSSION
The two most common loss-of-function mutations in the
filaggrin gene, R501X and 2282del4, occur in up to 9% of
European individuals (Palmer et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006;
McGrath and Uitto, 2008). Considering that several other rare
mutations have been discovered recently (Sandilands et al.,
2007, 2009), the real mutation carrier frequency is likely
to be even higher. Although the association of filaggrin
mutations with ichthyosis vulgaris and atopic dermatitis has
been well established, the mechanisms leading from genetic
defect to clinical manifestations as well as the spectrum of
subclinical consequences are still not completely understood.
To investigate the function of filaggrin during epidermal

differentiation and barrier formation, we used an organotypic
skin model (Mildner et al., 2006) and knocked down filaggrin
expression by siRNA technology.

Filaggrin knockdown in our model did not influence KC
differentiation and stratum corneum development. Except for
the small proline-rich molecule, SPRR2A, no differentiation-
associated proteins investigated were significantly regulated.
SPRR2A expression, however, was slightly increased in the
filaggrin-deficient samples. Upregulation of small proline-
rich molecules has been demonstrated previously in mice
lacking Klf4 (Segre et al., 1999) or loricrin (Koch et al., 2000).
In both knockout mice, the development of a functional
epidermal barrier is disturbed or at least delayed, suggesting
that upregulation of small proline-rich molecules functions as
a compensatory mechanism, thereby preventing a more
severe phenotype. A similar mechanism might be apparent in
our filaggrin-deficient epidermis to overcome the reported
diffusion barrier defect.
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In accordance with observations in ichthyosis vulgaris, the
main morphological alteration in the filaggrin-deficient
organotypic skin cultures was the loss of keratohyalin
granules. Earlier in vitro studies suggested that one of the
main functions of this protein is the aggregation of keratin
intermediate filaments into tightly aligned keratin bundles
(Dale et al., 1978; Steinert et al., 1981), resulting in the name
‘‘filaggrin’’. To test for this putative function in our
organotypic model, we used previously published protocols
(Eichner and Kahn, 1990; Kitahara and Ogawa, 1991, 1997)
to assess keratin solubility. We hypothesized that in the
absence of filaggrin the aggregation of keratin filaments
should be incomplete, resulting in their increased solubility.
In contradiction of this hypothesis, our results show that the
virtual absence of filaggrin had no impact on the solubility of
keratins 1 and 10. Moreover, we emphasize the finding of
unaltered solubility of keratin 2, which is expressed only in
cells that also express filaggrin. Substitution of filaggrin by
other proteins of the S100-fused gene family, such as the
recently described filaggrin-2 (Wu et al., 2009), however, is
unlikely because these proteins share little sequence similar-
ity to filaggrin (Wu et al., 2009). Consequently, the absence
of a keratin aggregation defect in our model indicates that
filaggrin is dispensable for keratin aggregation. This conclu-
sion is supported by previous reports showing that keratin
filaments seem to be condensed normally in patients with
ichthyosis vulgaris (Sybert et al., 1985; Weidenthaler et al.,
1993). Although we cannot rule out the possibility that
minute amounts of residual filaggrin present after siRNA-
mediated knockdown are still sufficient to trigger normal
keratin aggregation, our data challenge the key theory
that the role of filaggrin is to aggregate keratin filaments.

Our results therefore suggest that a comprehensive re-
investigation of the interactions between filaggrin and
keratins is necessary. In addition, with respect to the
proposed function of the filaggrin B-domain in nuclear
breakdown (Ishida-Yamamoto et al., 1998; Pearton et al.,
2002), our data suggest that filaggrin does not have an
essential role for this event.

Recent studies using the ft mouse demonstrated that the
filaggrin mutation caused disturbed barrier formation and
enhanced percutaneous allergen priming (Fallon et al., 2009).
These mice have therefore been proposed as a good model
not only for ichthyosis vulgaris but also for atopic dermatitis.
However, there are some notable differences from human
disease: (1) although ft mice also show reduced filaggrin
expression, the main defect seems to be due to impaired
filaggrin processing, (2) the atopic dermatitis-like phenotype
was detected only in mice homozygous for the filaggrin
mutation (Fallon et al., 2009), whereas in atopic dermatitis
patients a heterozygous null filaggrin mutation is sufficient to
predispose to both atopic dermatitis and asthma (Henderson
et al., 2008). In addition, when studying the barrier function
in ft mice, it is difficult to rule out confounding factors such as
the impact of inflammatory cytokines on barrier function.
Our finding that the hydrophilic dye Lucifer yellow is able
to penetrate the stratum corneum in filaggrin-deficient
organotypic skin suggests that filaggrin deficiency alone is
sufficient to impair the function of the epidermal barrier and
therefore represents a direct link between these two situa-
tions. Scharschmidt et al. (2009) have recently demonstrated
that in the ft mouse the barrier defect is associated with
impaired secretion of lamellar bodies as well as altered
stratum corneum extracellular membranes, suggesting that
this might be the mechanism for impaired barrier function.
Indeed, our ultrastructural analysis revealed abnormalities
in lamellar body formation. Most of the lamellar bodies
were smaller and lacked their typical lamellae. However,
our analysis of lipids did not show differences between
normal and filaggrin-deficient epidermis. This indicates that
the barrier defect of filaggrin-deficient skin models is not
caused by an abnormality in lipid composition. Notably, the
epidermis of human carriers of filaggrin mutations was
reported to have a lipid composition similar to that of
individuals with normal filaggrin (Jungersted et al., 2010).
Nevertheless, the absence of filaggrin may cause abnormal-
ities in the metabolism and localization of lipids that become
apparent only upon sophisticated analysis. Further investiga-
tions are necessary to identify the mechanism by which
filaggrin deficiency leads to impaired lamellar body forma-
tion and to determine the molecular mechanism of the defect
in the dye diffusion barrier.

Filaggrin is enzymatically degraded within the stratum
corneum, giving rise to free amino acids, some of which are
processed further. One of these products is UCA, derived
from histidine by the action of stratum corneum histidase
(Furuta et al., 1996), and thought to act as an important UV
absorbent within the stratum corneum (Zenisek et al., 1955).
Our finding that knockdown of filaggrin in our skin model
leads to a strong decrease of UCA supports the concept that

Untreated Scrambled

siRNA 2siRNA 1

Figure 5. The epidermal diffusion barrier function is disturbed in filaggrin-

deficient organotypic skin cultures. After 7 days in culture, 20ml of the

fluorescent dye Lucifer yellow was applied onto the stratum corneum of the

organotypic skin cultures and the penetration of the green dye was

investigated in thin sections under the fluorescence microscope. Lucifer

yellow penetrated through the stratum corneum down to the basal layer of the

filaggrin-deficient epidermis but was retained in the stratum corneum of the

control samples. Bars¼100 mm.
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filaggrin is the main source of UCA in the stratum corneum.
In line with the hypothesis that UCA contributes to UV
protection, filaggrin knockdown epidermis showed increased
sensitivity to UVB-induced KC damage. Although it remains
to be investigated whether factors other than UCA also
contribute to this phenomenon, our data establish a (most
likely indirect) role of filaggrin in photoprotection of the
epidermis. It is noteworthy at this point that topical
application of UCA strongly decreased photosensitivity both
in the presence and absence of normal concentrations of
endogenous UCA (our unpublished data). Our results predict
that the defective stratum corneum in filaggrin-deficient skin
allows more UVB to reach viable KC than would normal
stratum corneum, thereby inducing higher levels of DNA
damage. A similar phenomenon has been recently described
in caspase-14 knockout animals (Denecker et al., 2007).
Interestingly, these mice show impaired filaggrin processing
leading to impaired barrier function and increased UV
sensitivity (Denecker et al., 2007). In contrast to our in vitro
data, only a few reports show that patients with atopic
dermatitis or ichthyosis vulgaris may have increased UVB

photosensitivity (Tajima et al., 1998; Murphy, 2001; ten
Berge et al., 2009). It should be noted, however, that none of
these studies correlated the presence of filaggrin mutations
with the outcome of the photosensitivity tests. In addition,
compensatory mechanisms in vivo might be able to substitute
for diminished protection against UVB due to the reduction of
UCA. For example, in ichthyosis vulgaris (Tomita et al., 2005)
the stratum corneum is thicker than that of normal skin.
Thickening of the stratum corneum is regularly also observed
in chronic lesions of atopic eczema and in clinically normal
skin of atopic dermatitis patients with filaggrin mutations
(Nemoto-Hasebe et al., 2008). In both diseases, the increase
of stratum corneum thickness may compensate for the
diminished UV protection by the reduction/absence of
UCA. To address the role of filaggrin and its derivatives in
UV protection, specific studies on the photosensitivity of
individuals with functional mutations of the filaggrin gene,
taking into account the stratum corneum changes, will be
required.

In summary, this study demonstrates that filaggrin defi-
ciency by itself is sufficient to impair epidermal barrier
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formation, and that absence of filaggrin results in enhanced UV
sensitivity, most likely due to the reduction of epidermal UCA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and siRNA transfection

Normal human dermal fibroblasts (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) and

normal human epidermal KCs (Lonza) were cultured as described

previously (Mildner et al., 2006). Three Stealth siRNAs specific for

filaggrin and a scrambled control were obtained from Invitrogen

(Carlsbad, CA). The siRNA sequences are listed in Supplementary

Table S1 online. For siRNA transfection, see Supplementary

materials and methods online.

Preparation of organotypic knockdown skin cultures

In vitro organotypic skin cultures were generated as previously

described (Mildner et al., 2006). For details see Supplementary

materials and methods online.

RNA isolation and reverse transcription-PCR

Organotypic epidermis was lysed by TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and

RNA was extracted following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Reverse transcription-PCR was performed using iScript cDNA

Synthesis Kit (BIO-RAD Laboratories, Hercules, CA) according to

the manufacturer’s instructions.

Quantitative real-time PCR

To measure filaggrin knockdown efficiency on the mRNA level and

to investigate the mRNA expression of other differentiation-

associated genes, quantitative real-time PCR was performed with

LightCycler Fast Start DNA Master SYBR Green I (Roche Applied

Science, Penzberg, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s

protocol. The primers used are listed in Supplementary Table S2

online. The relative expression of the target genes was calculated by

comparing with the housekeeping gene b-2-microglobulin using a

formula described by Pfaffl (2001).

Antibodies

All antibodies used are listed in Supplementary Table S3 online.

SDS–PAGE and western blot

Knockdown efficiency of filaggrin on the protein level and the

protein expression levels of other differentiation-associated genes

were analyzed by SDS–PAGE and western blot as described

previously (Mildner et al., 2002). For details see Supplementary

materials and methods online.

Keratin solubility

Keratin solubility was determined according to previously published

protocols (Eichner and Kahn, 1990; Kitahara and Ogawa, 1991,

1997). For details see Supplementary materials and methods online.

Lipid extraction and thin layer chromatography

Organotypic skin was homogenized and total lipids extracted

according to a modification of the Folch method (Folch et al.,

1957) (chloroform/methanol/formic acid 2:1:0.5 v:v:v) and taken up

in chloroform. Total lipid extracts of organotypic skin cultures were

separated by one-dimensional thin layer chromatography as

described previously by Ponec et al. (1988), Horsley et al. (2006),

and Pappinen et al. (2008). Thin layer chromatography separation is

detailed in the Supplementary materials and methods online.

Transmission electron microscopy

Organotypic skin cultures for transmission electron microscopy were

fixed in Karnovsky’s fixative according to the standard procedures

and embedded in epon resin. Ultrathin sections (0.07 mm) were cut,

stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and observed with a

JEOUL 1010 transmission electron microscope (Jeoul, Peabody, MA)

at 60 kV and photographed with the camera incorporated in the

microscope.

Analysis of Lucifer yellow permeability

At day 7 after initiation of the organotypic skin culture, 20 ml Lucifer

yellow (Sigma, 1 mM, Vienna, Austria) were added onto the stratum

corneum of the organotypic skin samples and incubated at 37 1C for

2 hours. The artificial skin samples were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde

and embedded in paraffin. Sections (5 mm) were inspected under the

fluorescence microscope.

UV irradiation

Organotypic skin models were cultured for 7 days and exposed to

UVB (280–320 nm). For irradiation details see Supplementary

materials and methods online.

Analysis of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers
Cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers were determined quantitatively by

ELISA according to a protocol recommended by MBL International

Corporation (Woburn, MA) with modifications. For details see

Supplementary materials and methods online.

Analytical determination of the UCA content by HPLC

Organotypic skin cultures were lysed in 0.1 M KOH and further

analyzed by HPLC as described previously (Kezic, 2009).

Statistical analysis

The data were analyzed using Student’s t-test with P¼ 0.05 being

defined as the level of significance.
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